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digenous
media,is a priority,
not just a luxury
ot West argues for clear government policy,
in Australia.

in this, the first

matched by funding,

of a two part article

and

to strengthen Indigenous media

based on her 1993 Boyer Lecture,

West sets indigenous media in context.

on-Indigenous Australians have
held the powerof the media for
over 200 years giving us various
images of Australia including a
negative portrayal of its indigenous
population.
Lookingat the history of Australia is
certainly a learning process for nonAboriginal people whohave been educated
froma white perspective. Just consider this
point alone: when did you becomeaware
that Aboriginal children were being taken
awayfrom their families and being raised
in missions and institutions? And more
importantly when did you find out how
Aboriginalpeople felt about this genocidal
treatment?I bet youdidn’t learn aboutit in
your school books. Welearnt it from our
own people. So on our Indigenous media
outlets - on our radio stations, in our
newspapers, in our books, on stage and
throughtelevision wetell our history.
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The Power of the Media
he media has significant powerto
determine
what issues
are
important, their meaning, and to
set the public agenda. It can
strongly influence peoples’ ideas and
values, including their ideas about
Aboriginality. At its worst it can help
institutionalise racism. WhiteAustralians,
like all white majorities, institutionalise
their ownvalue systems at the expense of
minority groups. Every time we’re put
downas savage or primitive or hopeless,
white people are reassured that tliey are
civilized, modernand successful. We’re
also tired of being the subject of so much
hypocritical scrutiny. The mainstream
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media talk of the "Aboriginal drinking
problem" is nothing but a racist
generalisation.
Media stereoffpes do more than hurt
the feelings and damagethe aspirations of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people. They are helping to build racist
attitudes whichI believe can cost lives.
Look at the death in Perth of Louis
Johnson. In January 1992, on his
nineteenth birthday, Louis wasdeliberately
driven over by white youths in a car. One
of his killers later admitted this
horrendous deed was committed because
Louis was black. This was a murder which
did not at the time attract sensational
reporting or evokea public outcry.
Racist attitudes towards Aboriginal
people were being reinforced
and
circulated with great intensity in the
WesternAustralian mediain the lead up to
the murder. From early 1990 the media
presented juvenile delinquency and youth
crime as having reached the proportions of
a major social crisis. Mostof the crimes
(large or small) weredirectly attributed
young Aboriginal people, such that any
youth related crime in W.A.is nowalmost
automatically
assumed to involve
Aboriginalpeople.
But not all media treatment of
Aboriginal affairs is negative and biased
and we must recognise the good and
conscientious work carried out by many
journalist who have brought importaut
issues to public attention and are working
to raise the level of understanding. There
are someexamplesthat cometo mind: The
movie "Deadly" which provides a look at
Aboriginaldeaths in custody in a different
light, and the documentary"Exile and the

Kingdom" in which the people at
RoebourneW.A.tell their ownstory. The
movie"Blackfella’s" tells the story of a
young Aboriginal manjust out of prison
trying to go straight, highlighting the
manyinfluences in his way.
Indigenous Broadcasts
ust as mainstreammedia can change
attitudes, so can Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Media. The
Kimberley group which commenced
its first broadcastin 1987on the ABC
is an
example. The Aboriginal community
wanted a way to help maintain their own
languages, and portray and inform about
their ownculture and wayof life. Theyalso
wanted to counteract the bad publicity
their people were receiving in the local
paper and the consequent low self-esteem
the local Aboriginal people felt whenthey
dealt with the white community.
Interestingly enough,whenthis groupfirst
started broadcasting it was the only media
group apart from the ABCproviding a
radio service to this region. So the
audience was not only the Aboriginal
people but also the non-Aboriginal
community.This group didn’t just turn
white people’s thinking about, it also
turned the thinking of the Aboriginal
community. It made people proud to be
Aboriginal in the white dominated
community. Over time the service
empowered a group of people who once
felt powerless in their owncountry. It
instilled pride and built self-esteem
amongstthe youngand old.
This is just one examplein the very
short time Aboriginal and Tortes Strait
Islander people have been involved in the
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MediaIndustry. Wenowhave 6 Aboriginal
radio stations licensed, about another 6
groups working towards a licence, about
90 remotecommunitieslicensed to deliver
both radio and television services, various
newspapers, a television station, many
performersin all fields of the arts, authors,
playwriters, a publishinghouseand the list
goeson.
Language
ur role in the mediaindustry is
not just to inform our own
people but also to educate and
inform non Aboriginal people.
Wereport on the news and current affairs
whichis relevant to our people, we tell of
what’s going on in the languages of our
area or in a moreeasily understoodformof
English. Wetry to cut out what we call
high English. Downto earth languageis all
that is needed. Weare not out to impress
people, we are out to inform, to
communicate.With high English it’s more
than likely you will fail to communicate.
For example we don’t say "legislation"
when"law" will do.
Indigenous Media in Australia has a
big role in maintaining our languages. At
the time of invasion there were about 250
different Aboriginal and Tortes Strait
Islander languages. There are nowfewer
than 90 still in use, andnot all of themare
spokenas first languages.
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The Government Broadcasters
he Federal Government already
funds two mediaservices - the ABC
and the .S, BS. Fromour point of
view, that s two networks largely
for non-IndigenousAustralians. Wewant a
third network for and about Indigenous
Australians. AdmiRedly
both services have
provided very good programs for and
about Aboriginaland Torres Strait Islander
people but it hasn’t beenoften enough,nor
localised enough. The SBSensures that
immigrants to this country are able to
maintain and broadcast their own
languagesand informAustralia about their
culture. This alone wascertainly a credit to
the Federal Government
for its insight and
appreciation of other cultures but once
again it forgot the diverse needsof its own
Indigenousculture.
The population
of Australia’s
Aboriginal and Tortes Strait Islander
communityis extremely diverse in its
culture with manydifferent languages
spoken. So can you imagine these national
mediagroups trying to service Australia’s
Indigenous people. The SBS only
broadcastsin the capital cities.
TheABC
realised it couldn’t cater to all
of Australia’s Indigenous peoples. This
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realisation was also formally recognised
through the DIXreport in 1981/2, a review
document on the ABC. The report
basically recognisedthat cultural diversity
came within the ABC’s broadcast
responsibility. The Corporation began to
allow different Aboriginal mediagroups to
have access to the ABC’sradio airwaves.

This arrangement commencedin 1981/2
when the ABCpurchased radio programs
from C.A.A.M.A.(the Central Australian
Aboriginal Media Association) and then
broadcast them under ABCcontrol. In
1985the first unsupervisedaccess on the
ABCwas undertaken by the Torres Strait
Islanders and in the sameyear Aboriginal
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people in Perth were broadcasting on the
ABC.In 1987 and 1988 Aboriginal access
extended to the Kimberley region where
groups could broadcast within their own
regions and in their ownlanguages. This
arrangement was not met very favourably
by some beaurocrats. There are now 3
radio stations in the Kimberleyproducing
and presenting
about 35 hours of
Aboriginal programsto the region via the
ABC.
Perspective
ustralians were experimenting
with radio as far back as 1905
and the first station 2SB in
Sydney began broadcasting in
November1923. But it wasn’t until June
1976 when Melbourne’s station 3CR
broadcast the country’s first Aboriginal
radio program. One month later 2XXin
Canberra transmitted Australia’s second
Aboriginalradio show.So it took 53 years
for our voice to be heard in our own
programs, and this cameabout initially
through the Public and communityradio
stations whichonly started operatingin the
mid seventies.
There are now over 100 licenced
communityradio stations and about 30 of
them have some Aboriginal and Tortes
Strait Islander programs. Theseinclude 6
stations ownedand operated by Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander media
organisations in Alice Springs, Brisbane,
Townsville, Port Augusta, Perth and
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Wenowhave over 500 hours a week of
Indigenous radio being produced by
Indigenous people. Unfortunately, TV
presents a different story. Less than 1%of
Australia’s television programs are
producedby Indigenous people.
Policy and Training
e have been able to apply our
talents to the mediaindustry
like a duck takes to water.
Many Indigenous
media
workers have developed
great
broadcasting and production skills. There
has been a lack of clear policy and
direction from government. There has
beenverylittle or no formaltraining at all.
But the Indigenous media industry feels
it’s essential to provide training
opportunitiesfor our peoplein this field of
work. Notonly tertiary education but also
practical training in all areas of the
industry from managementand journalism
to technicalskills. Therestill needsto be a
moreconcentrated effort madeto increase
the numbersand ensure that all positions
within our ownorganisations are occupied
by Indigenouspeople.
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It is estimated that over 200 Abodginai
and Torres Strait Islander people are
involved in communitymedia either as
employed staff or volunteers. The ABC
currently
employ 73 and SBS 16
IndigenousAustralians in various fields of
their operations. But you can count on one
hand the numberof Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islanders
employed in the
commercial electronic media, and the
numbers for the print media are even
lower.
The government’s response to some of
the recommendations from the Royal
Commissioninto Black Deaths in Custody
is a prime example of how low on the
priority list Indigenous Media is.
Recommendation205 was split into two
parts, the first part emphasising the
importance of Indigenous Media and
recommending further funding where
necessary. The second part stressed the
need for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people to be employed in
mainstreammediaand this mediato set up
codes of practice for use whenreporting
about Indigenous Australians. The Federal
Government has provided funds to

mainstream media to train Indigenous
people and has also funded a National
meeting to address the codes of practice
issue. But on the other hand the
Indigenous media industry is still
struggling for adequate funding, and some
organisations have been operating on the
smell of an oily rag. Tothis date no money
has been provided to Indigenous Media
from the Deaths in Custody funding. It
appears that white industry onceagain has
claimedblack dollars.
We’vehad to convince our ownpeople
and the major funding bodies that
Indigenousmediais a priority, and not just
a luxury. We’vehad to competefor limited
funds while issues like health and
educationare clearly importantpriorities.
The second half of this article, which
outlines the mechanismsfor establishing a
national Indigenousmediaservice, will be
publishedin the next edition.
Dot West is Chairperson of NIMAA,
Training and BroadcastingCa-ordinatorfor
the BroomeAboriginal MediaAssociation,
and presents a weekly programon Radio
Goolarviin Broome.

The formidable process
of reform
Duncan Kerr outlines

the Federal Government’s proposed reforms
to the Copyright Act.

amacutely awarethat the protection of
intellectual
property under the
Copyright
Act and through
International Conventions
is critical for
the maintenance and development of
Australia as a significant force in our
region and throughout the world. Weare
at the edge of a technological revolution
which will change the fundamentalnature
of copyright. To quote one lawyer who
remains anonymous, "copyright must be
the tollgate to the newinformation super
highways".
The Government’s intentions have
been signalled: to review rental of sound
recordings in the light of technological
change; enact a workable moral rights
schemefor creators; review the impact of
the growing numberof copyright royalty
collecting societies; and implementparallel
importation of soundrecordings.
Within the next few weeks, Bob
McMullan (responsible for copyright
policy regardingthe arts) andI will release
a paper on newmoral rights legislation.
By that time we will have taken to cabinet
proposals for a newtax-based schemefor a
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levy on blank audio recording media.
Cabinet will have before it myproposed
amendmentsto the Act to streamline the
procedure for payment by Governments
for use of private copyright material,
particularly photocopying.A little further
down the track, the Government will
address Copyright LawReview Committee
Reports on protection of computer
software and databases and the report on
employed journalist’s copyright. Other
areas of Copyright Law under review
include Performer’s
Rights and
Government
Copyright in Legislation.
The Copyright Convergence
Group
n order to deal with the consequences
of the convergence
of the
telecommunications, broadcasting,
computing, entertainment
and
information industries,
we need to
understandthe technological environment.
To this end, the Transport
and
Communicationsportfolio has recently
initiated a communications
future project,
as announcedby David Beddall, which is
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being conducted
by the Bureau of
Transport
and Communications
Economics.
The CAMLAworkshop on Copyright
and New Communications Technology
demonstrated
that the Copyright Act
needs urgent but considered amendment.
This would mesh it with the Government’s
Broadcasting Services Act. This is why I
am establishing
the Copyright
Convergence Group - a broadly based
committee to deal with these matters. The
Attorney General’s Department and the
Department
of Transport
and
Communications is to liaise with the
Centre for Telecommunications Law and
Policy on this project.
The Group will convene a major
seminar early in 1994 to consider
proposals for amending the Copyright Act
to cater for technological
change.
Invitations
will be extended
to
representatives of all relevant copyright
owner and user interest groups to attend
the seminar or make submissions. The
ultimate aim is a system which gives a fair
allocation of copyrights and access in
respect of transmissions over the air - be
they broadcasts
or narrowcasts
and
covering satellite,
microwave- and cable
transmissions.
At the international
level, some
amendments will be required if the
Uruguay round of GAFFnegotiations
is
concluded. More extensive changes may
be needed if the protocol to the Berne
Convention, and the new instrument for
the protection of performers and record
¯ producers and broadcasters,
currently
under discussion, are concluded.
A simplified
Act
nother strong desire of mine is
that these far reaching changes
find their homein a simple and
understandable Copyright Act. I
will be referring to tbe Copyright Law
Review Committee an examination
of
options to simplify the Act both in its form
andsubstance.
In simplifying the Copyright Act, there
is a responsibility to examine the central
platform of the Act. This will mean close
scrutiny of what has been called "broadly
based rights". I have a certain attraction to
an Act which reflects
broad rights
including communication and distribution
rights. I believe the pigeon holing of
rights
in the Act has exacerbated
difficulties
the Act experienced as
technology overtook it.
From time to time there are calls for a
fundamentally different approach to the
prescription
of copyrights.
As 1
understand these calls, they are advocating
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the substitution
of more general,
technology neutral rights for the existing
elaborate
regime. Such rights would
readily attach to any new technology that
came into use for the creation
or
enjoyment of copyright materials.
One
likely outcome of this approach may be
that more would be left to judicial
determination. In turn, one beneficial
outcome might be that less defined rights
would encourage users and owners to deal
with each other outside the courts. The
voluntary
licensing
could end the
uncertainty of generally worded exceptions
to exclusive rights. However,that scenario
would, in turn, require the development of
effective machinery by copyright owners to
provide complete licence cover. This
would he important to substantial users
with the need for licences at very short
notice - particularly broadcasters.
On the international
scene, provided
that Australia complies with the minimum
requirements of Berne, there is nothing to
stop us from providing more extensive
rights. This is, of course, subject to the
policy issue of having to extend those
benefits to other Berne member nations.
We should remember that we can he
courageous in reviewing our Copyright Act
- we are not beholden to the squabbles in
international circles.
The issue of a distribution right, which
is currently being considered for possible
inclusion in both the Berne protocol and
the new instrument on record producers
and performers
is a little
more
problematical.
Submissions by WlPOto
the committees on these instruments
suggests a broad distribution
right,
qualified by exhaustion by first sale - with
certain quafificatious in the case of rental
and, possibly, lending. At first instance,
this
seems a much more complex
approach than separate,
affirmative
publication and rental rights. However. I
do not express a concluded view to that
effect.
In the new instrument
on record
producers and performers,
a right of
communication to the public has been
suggested
for sound recordings
and
performers. This would encompass both
broadcasting and cable distribution.
In
discussions delegations have expressed
concerns about merging the rights of
broadcasting and other communication to
the public.
Appointments

T

to CLRC

he third major initiative
is
reforming
the process
of
appointments to the Copyright Law
Review Commit*_ee.

The committee has an enviable record
of achievements in the 10 years of its
existence. While the committee’s output is
clearly impressive - particularly for a parttime body, the real measure of the
committee’s performance is the general
acceptance
of its recommendations.
#,gain, it has an enviable record. Its major
recommendations for action - in the
reports on performers’ protection and
importation - have in the main been agreed
to or enacted. The exception is moral
rights. The Government has now made a
commitment to legislate,
while the
committee recommended no action,
admittedly by a slim majority.
The Government is taking steps to
ensure that membership of the committee
is more representative
of the copyright
community and Australian
society. In
future all appointments to the committee
will be advertised ensuring the broadest
possible field of interested people are
considered.
It is important that the
communityhas confidence in the selection
process and perceives it as being more fair,
equitable and open. We will maintain a
rolling list of those whohave expressed an
interest. To that end, the Department will
be writing to relevant groups to explain our
newpolicy. In certain circumstances, I will
also be contacting qualified people who
have not expressed an interest, where in
my view the list does not contain the
necessary expertise,
The challenges facing those of us
responsible for copyright law review and
reform are formidable. But the record of
work up to now undertaken not only by the
Governmentbut also by very conscientious
private sector representatives - serving on
the CLRCand in other forums - has shown
a readiness to meet those challenges.

This is an edited version of an address to
the 6th Copyright Law and Practice
Symposium, on 28 October 1993, by The
Honourable DuncanKerr, AlP, Minister for
Justice.
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Sun brought to earth on s.52 claim
The media can breathe a sigh of relief
ed|torial

after a recent Federal Court decision confirming that the

content of their publications is protected from actions for misleading and deceptive
conduct under the Trade Practices Act.

r ith the advent of the Trade
Practices Act (1974), lawyers
were quick to realise the
potential of section 52 which
prohibits conduct in trade or commerce
which is "misleading or deceptive". For
disgruntledsubjects of news,current affairs
and other information publications the
section offered an attractive additional (or
alternative) remedy to an action in
defamation.
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Le#slation
o succeedin an action unders.52 or
related provisions of the Act, an
applicant wouldonly need to show
by reference to the poblieation that
the conductof the publisher wasmisleading
or deceptive. It wouldnot be necessary to
establish that the publication was also
defamatory. Such an action wouldalso be
heard in the Federal Court, whereit could
be coupled with a defamation claim but
could thereby avoid a jury trial which,in
some defamation jurisdictions,
is a
defendant’sfight.
Following the 1984 decision in
Australian OceanLines Fry Ltd -v- West
Australian NewspapersLtd that newspaper
reports were capable of breaching s.52 if
they were misleading or deceptive, the
Federal Parliament recognised that the
section wasnot intendedto be used in this
way and introduced a newsection 65A. In
effect, s.65A provides that s.52 and its
related provisions do not apply to a
publication by a person who carries on
business of providing information except
where:
(a) the pubficationis an advertisement;
or
the materialpublishedrelates to the
(b)
supplyor possible supplyof goodsor
services put out by the information
provideritself.
Whilethe drafting of the actual section
admittedlyleaves somethingto be desired,
its purpose is clear: Editorial content of
newspapers,magazines,radio and television
programsis exemptfromaction under s.52;
advertisements and other promotional
material in which the publisher has a
commercialinterest are not. The AttorneyGeneral’s SecondReadingSpeechindicates
that section 65Awasintended to operate to
exempt the media from s.52 type actions
"whichcouldinhibit activities relating to the
provisionof newsandother irdormation..."
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Sun Earth Homes
espite this, however,there have
been a number of attempts to
circumvents.65A, the most recent
and most novel occurring in Sun
Earth Homes Pry Limited & Ors -vAustralian Broadcasting Corporation. The
ABCwas sued for breaches of sections 52
and 55 of the TradePractices Act in addition
to defamation, injurious falsehood and
breach of contract in relation to a story on
~’he Investigators". Theprogramdealt with
complaints about the quality of services
provided by a kit homecompanySun Earth
HomesPty Ltd and the quality of bricks
manufacturedand suppfied by its associated
companyTerra FirmaBricks Pty Ltd.
The Applicants claimed that the ABC
was not protected by s.65Abecause:
(a) a radio promotionfor the programwas
an advertisement;
(b) the television programwasincorporated
into the radio item by the references
madeto it in the radio programand was
therefore part
of the same
advertisement;and
(c) the television programconstituted
advertisement for a bookpublished by
the ABCentitled
"The Complete
Consumer".
As reported
by Bill Childs
(Communications
LawBulletin Vol ll No
Autumn1991), Justice Burchett considered
that each of these claims was arguable and
refused the ABC’sapplication soon after
proceedings commenced
to have the Trade
Practicesclaimsstruck out.

D

radio programconstituted an advertisement
noneof the Applicantswasidentified in it
and it was therefore not necessary to
determine whether its contents were
misleading.TheApplicantsCtd not press the
argumentthat the television program,being
incorporated into the radio program,
becamein itself an advertisement,However,
Justice Wilcoxcommented
that this was an
untenable proposition which, if it were
correct, woulddefeat the purposeof s.65A.
While accepting that if the program
about the Applicants was published in
connection with the supply of goods or
services or the promotionof such supplythe
case wouldfall into one of the exceptionsin
s.65A, the judge foundthat "it wouldbe a
deparlurefrom
reality" to lreat the television
programas a publication in conneCtionwith
the supply or promotionof the "Complete
Consumer"
bookor as an advertisementfor
it. Hesaid:
"The purpose of the segment was to
provide information to viewers. The
referenceto the bookwasmerelya footnote.
This seemsto be a case of a bookseekingto
exploit a television program’spopularityand
reputation, not a case of a television
programbeing treated to promotea book.
The televised material contained no
promotionfor other programs."

Comment
his decision, whichwasnot appealed,
is in accord with the intentions of
s.65A and represents a significant
victory for the mediain its ongoing
battle to stave off attempts to bring
defamationcases under the guise of s.52
Decision
actions. However, publishers should
fter a twoweektrial in late 1993 continue to be wary. Much of the
involving morethan 25 wi~messes terminology in s.65A is vague - Justice
Burchett referred to its "jumbled
and a total damages claim in
accumulation of artificially
defined
excess of 85 million, Justice
expressions"
and
therefore
open to
Wilcox found that the ABCwas fully
exploitationbycreative legal mindsinclud’mg
protected by s.65A. Sun Earth, and two
any membersof the judiciary unsympathetic
other Applicants, directors of Sun Earth,
to the media. Andin the Sun Earth case,
also failed in their actions for defamation, Justice
Wdcoxaccepted that a promotional
injurious falsehoodand breach of contract.
item for "The Investigators" programdid
Allegations in the programthat Sun Earth
constitute an advertisementand that s.65A
and one its directors, JamesFirbank had wouldnot have excluded the operation of
acted incompetently, deceptively and
s.52 in relation to any misleadingconduct
unethically in businessmatters wereproved constitutedby that publication.
to be true. TermFirmasucceeded only on
the defamation claim and was awarded
$30,000damages.
In relation to the TradePracticesclaims, RossDuncan
is a solicitor in the Legal&
Justice Wilcoxconsidered that while the
CopyrightDepartmentof the ABC
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revisited

Jim Dwyer and Andrew Wiseman report on the recent litigation

brought by Sony Music

against Apple House Music.

n June 1993 Sony Music Australia
question were not of the same nature or
Limited learnt that AppleHouseMusic quality as Michael Jackson’s approved
proposed releasing ,on the BANANA recordings.
Label a series of CDs embodyingthe
Until Sonywas given the opportunity to
performances
of some of Sony’s
listen to the recordingsin questionno view
"superstar" artists (including Michael could be formedas to whether there was
Jackson and Billy Joel). Sonylearnt from any claim for copyright infringement.
AMCOS
that the copyright in the sound
There was no infringement of Michael
recordings to be released by Apple House Jackson’s performancerights. The limited
Musicwas either ownedby, or licensed to
scope of the 1989 amendment to the
Apple House Music. Apple House Music
Copyright Act which, by Part XIA,
represented that in no circumstances was introduced
into Australian
law
the product "bootleg".
performance protection,
excluded
Apple House Music maintains that a
performances by USAresidents (the USA
"bootleg" record is an illegal record. The not being a signatory to the Rome
rest of the musicindustry understands a
Convention).
"bootleg" record to be a record made
Approximately one hour before the
secretly or without the knowledge or
hearing on 4 AugustSony’slegal advisers
authorityof the perforrffmgartist.
received the proposed artwork for the
On the basis of Apple House Music’s CD’sin question. Approximatelyhalf an
representations as to the status of the
hour before the hearing Sony’s legal
sound recordings proposed to be released
advisers received copies of each of the
by it, AMCOS
considered it had no
three CD’s making up "the king of pop"
alternative but to grant licenses to
series of Michael Jackson CD’s, to be
reproduce the works which were the
released by AppleHouseMusic.
subject of the Inquiry Notice received from
Sony’s concerns were justified. The
Apple House Music.
recordings were bootlegs. The artwork
Sony was not content to accept the
containedminimaldisclaimers.
representations made by Apple House
Musicthat the CD’sin question were not
The "Unauthorised" Recordings
bootlegs. Accordingly, Sony engaged in
o give Sony an opportunity to
direct correspondence with Apple House
consider fully whether any
Musiciu mid to late June. In particular
Sony sought details of the recordings,
copyright claim might be mad,e,
Sony, with Apple House Music s
including copies of them. Nosubstantive
consent, had the matter stood over to 18
response allaying Sony’s concerns had
August 1993. During that time Michael
been received from Apple HouseMusic by Jackson joined the proceedings. It was
the end of July.
established that VolumesII and III of"the
king of pop" series werea reproduction of
Claim
the charity concert given by Michael
n 2 August 1993, Sony
Jackson in October 1992 at the football
stadium in Bucharest, Romania. That
commencedproceedings in the
concert was broadcast Iive-to-air from
Federal Court of Australia in
Sydney,including an appficafion Bucharest, hot-mixed by a BBCengineer
in a BBCbroadcast truck positioned
for interlocutory injunctions restraining
outside the stadium, and broadcast live via
Apple House Music from marketing and
selling its records. The proceedingswere satellite simultaueouslyon television and
radio in most countries in Europeand in a
foundedon alleged breaches of provisions
limited numberof countries in the Middle
of the Trade Practices Act 1974 and the
East and ?ffrica. It is and remainsunclear
Fair TradingAct 1987 (SA). Sony claimed
from where VolumeI was derived, or by
that the release by Apple HouseMusicof
what means. However, the taping of the
CD’s embodying sound recordings of
performances of Michael Jackson would Iive concerts took place without the
knowledge or permission of Michael
amount to misleading and deceptive
Jackson.
The person or company
conduct. The CD’s were not approved by
responsible
for
taping the concert (or the
Sony or Michael Jackson, Apple House
broadcast) was not identified by Apple
Music was not affiliated with Sony or
House Music.
Michael Jackson and the recordings in
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The pleadings were not enlarged to
incorporate any claim of copyright
infringement. Further evidence however
was served in support of the claim of
misleading and deceptive conduct. In
addition, Sony and Michael Jackson
amendedtheir application to include
claims of passing off and infringement of
MichaelJackson’s"right of publicity". The
right of publicity argumentdrewanalogies
with the common
law right of publicity in
somestates in the USAand drew support
for its recognition in Australia from cases
including Henderson-v- RadioCorporation
Pty Limited, MoorgateTobaccoCo Limited v- Phillip Morris Ltd (No 2) and 10th
Cantanae Ply Limited -v- Shoshana Pry
Limited.
On 16 August 1993, as part of its
evidence, Apple House Music provided
Sony’slegal advisers with a fax copyof a
revised version of its artwork. This gave
muchgreater prominence to disclaimers
by adding the work UNAUTHORISED
in
block red capitals with parallel fines above
and below it, giving the appearance of a
word stamped on the artwork, and
disclaimers in white letters on a red
background appearing at the top and
bottomof the front cover.
Interlocutory Application
n 18 August1993Einfeld J heard
the application for interlocutory
reliefi

O

In respect of Apple House Music’s
original artwork, Einfeld J found"I would
have had little difficulty myself in
pronouncing the injunction which the
applicants seek for somethingof the kind".
In respect of the revised artwork,
without the UNAUTHORISED
"stamp"
discussed above, again Einfeld J found "I
would be strongly inclined to grant the
injunction,for despite the disclaimersonthe
label that I have described, the strong
impressiongiven by the label in that form
wouldbe that it was a recording of which
Michael Jackson was at least aware and
which he did not disapprove.
The
disclaimers would still not be likely to
overbearthe impressionthat members
of the
public were purchasing a true Michael
Jacksondisc’~
The addition of the UNAUTHORISED
"stamp", however, which extended on a
diagonal slope from bottomleft to right
CommunicationsLawBulletin,
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obliquely through the middle of the CD
cover, swayed His Honour, on the evidence
before him, against granting Sony and
Michael Jackson the interim orders they
sought. In return, Apple House Music
would feature the disclaimers represented in
the revised artwork and undertook to
disclose to Sony’s and Michael Jackson’s
legal advisers all marketing and promotional
material prior to its release.

ony and Michael Jackson sought
and obtained from Einfeld J leave
Itu appeal. Between 18 August and
29 September 1993, when the
matter came before the Full Court of the
Federal Court comprising Lockhart,
Sheppard and French JJ, Apple House
Music further revised its proposed artwork

by adding a more prominent disclaimer,
again in the form of a diagonal
representation
of
the
word
UNAUTHORISED,
on the back cover of the
CD’s. In addition, the third version of the
artwork included, on the back cover,
disclaimers
mirroring
those added
previously to the front cover, at the top and
bottom of the cover in white text on red
background.
The Full Court came to the view that
Einfeld J had not erred in applying the
principles to an interlocutory
hearing
seeking injunctive relief and dismissed the
appeal noting however the undertaking
furnished to the Court by Counsel for Apple
House Music to feature the enhanced
disclaimers as represented in the further
revised artwork. The Full Court noted that
it maybe that evidence would be led at the
final hearing of attitudes and of reactions of

various persons who may be concerned in
the purchase of the CD’s which may show
that notwithstanding the disclaimers, there
is nevertheless established misleading or
deceptive conduct,
Following the appeal, Apple House
Music again revised its artwork for the
covers of the CD’sin question. It gave even
greater prominenceto the disclaimer in the
form of an UNAUTHORISED
"stamp" on
the back cover of the CD’s to mirror that
appearing on the revised artwork for the
front cover. However, Apple House did not
use this fourth round of artwork when it
released its CD’s, reverting to the third
round artwork.
The parties are presently completing the
discovery process in preparation for the final
hearing.
Jim Dywer and AndrewWiseman, Allen Allen
and Hemsley.

Performers Protection - the gap
S~,;~,

Peach expounds upon the problems of and possiMe soluUons to "unauf~offsed"

he recent release, by the Adelaide
based firm Apple House Music, of
unauthorised sound recordings of
many well known recording artists
has exposed a significant
gap in the
performers’ protection provisions of the
Copyright Act 1968(Part XlA).
All of the recordings released to date are
recordings of non-Austraiian artists. In
relation to such artists Part X]Aprovides, in
effect, that the following criteria need to be
satisfied before the relevant artists can take
action under the Act to restrain dealings in,
and the exploitation of such unauthorised
recordings, in short:
(a) the recording must be a performance
given on or after 1 January 1992; and
(b) the performance must have been given
by an artist whois a citizen, protected
person or resident of a country specified
in the Regulations made under the Act
(the most important omission being the
United States of America); and
(c) the performancemust have been given
such a country (again,
the most
important omission is the United States
of America).
Most,if not all, of the recordingsreleased
by Apple House Music would appear to be
recordings of performancesgiven prior to 1
January 1992 or performances given by
citizens, protected persons or residents of
non-scheduled countries or performances
given in non-scheduled countries or a
combinafinn of these. The recordings were
"unanthorised" in the sense that the release
of the recordings was not authorised by
either the artist or the artist’s record
company.That fact is explicitly stated on the
covers of all records released by Apple
House Music.
Unauthorised recordings by many well
knownartists such as Madonna,Prince, U2,
Michael Jackson and Queen have been
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released on to the market without the
recording artist receiving any recording
royalties. Statutory mechanicalroyalties are
paid, but these only represent a small
proportion of the amountthat these artists
wouldtypically receive uponthe release of an
authorised album.
The release of these recordings is a
cause for both concern and embarrassment,
not only in Australia, but internationally. In
most territories of the world, including the
United States of America,the release of such
recordings can be restrained.
In some
territories, copyright legislation is relied
upon whilst in other territories reliance is
placed uponvarious unfair competition laws.
It is a matter of great concernthat a country
that has, until recently, beenat the forefront
of copyright and intellectual
property
protection should be unable to adequately
restrain the release of these unauthorised
recordings, particularly in circumstances
where firms such as Apple House Music are
commercially exploiting the intelIectual
property of the artist without the artists’
consent and without paying any, or any
adequate, compensation. The concern has
been acknowledged by the Commonwealth
Governmentand the matter is under review
by the Minister for Justice, The Hunournble
Mr Duncan Kerr.
The protection gap couId be effectively
closed if the following amendmentswere to
be madeto Part XIAof the Act,
(a) The requirements for protection should
be madedisjunctive, not conjunctive. In
other words, it wouldbe sufficient if the
performance was given in a scheduled
country or given by a citizen, protected
person or resident of a scheduled
country. It would not be necessary for
both requirements to be fulfilled. This
would bring the Act in line with the
corresponding UKAct, the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988;

sound recordings.

fo) Dealings in unauthorised recordings,
whenever made, should be res~icted. As
presently drafted, the recording must be
of a performance (in relation to nonAustralian artists) given after 1 January
1992. There seems no reason why the
date of the performance should be a
relevant factor providedthat dealings in,
or exploitation of, the recordings is not
madere~ospectively illegal;
(c) The United States of America should be
scheduled.
The argument against
scheduling the USAis that it is not a
signatory to the Rome Convention.
However, the USAis able to restrict
dealings in unauthorised recordings
through a variety of unfair competition
laws and, as such, is able to provide de
facto performers’ protection. In those
circumstances, there seems no practical
justification for refusing to acknowledge
the fact and extending performers’
protection under our Act to the United
States of America; and
(d) Those who obtain
the exclusive
recording services of the artists should
be entitled to maintain a separate action
under the performers’
protection
provisions in circumstances where the
performer does not consent to the
recording of the performance. This
approach has also been adopted in the
UKlegislation
and acknowledges the
reality that many artists look to the
record company to safeguard their
interests. In those circumstances, there
seemslittle justification for not giving
those companies the express right to
maintain an action against those who
exploit the unauthofised recordings.
Stephen Peachis a partner of the firm Gilbert
&Tobin in Sydney.
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ProtecUng your wope dghts in
new communlcaoons
A Summary
of the p~oceedingsof the
seminar held on 22 September1993
sponsored by Communications &
Media Law Association, Media &
Communications Committee, Law
Councilof Australia, LAWASIA.
Preparedby Elizabeth Collins, Aliea
Allen & Hemsley.

legislation are being experiencein relation
to computer-basedproducts and interactive
services, and Janette Paramorestressed the
importanceof an overhaul of laws to take
account of new technologies such as CD
ROMs
and multimedia products.
The conference was opened by the
Chairman, the Hun. Mr Justice Sheppard.
Eric Hitchen from FACTS gave an
his workshop examined a broad
introduction to developing technology in
range of perspectives
on the
protection of propeffff fights in new the communicationsarea and highlighted
communications, particularly
the growth in the numberof geostafionary
satellite and cable transmissions. The satellites whichwerecapable of delivering
conclusion was unanimouslyreached that
communications,especially in the Asiathere are serious deficiencies in the
Pacific region. Thesesatellites are capable
current domestic and international
of delivering an increasing number of
framework, and that there is an urgent
services and a numberof the satellites have
needfor reformin order to afford at least
the potential to deliver communications
to
adequate protection for the holders of
the
main
population
belt
of
Australia.
In
property rights in newcommunications.
addition, a numberof satellites, including
PanAmSat’s "PAS 2", are planned for
The urgentnature of reform
launch in 1994and beyond,q~esesatellites
he boom in the communications
maydeliver services to Australia via an upindustry means that a number of
link fromeither Australia or other countries
new technologies will become
such as the UnitedStates.
commonplace
in the next few years.
With the launch of so many new
In particular, the adventof paytelevisionin
satellites,
an increasing issue for the
Australia has broughtwithit the possibility
international community is frequency
of a number of competing forms of
interference. Satellites must be about 3
technology. Although the Broadcasting
degrees apart or they interfere with the
Services Act 1992wasenacted in the belief
receiving or transmitting frequency of
that pay TVdelivered by satellite using
other satellites. The increasing demand
digital compression technology would
provide the most superior service from for a geostationaryorbital posifion, which
both a technical and a consumer-interest are administered by the International
perspective, it is also expressed to be Telecommunications Union, has led to
"technology- neutral".
situations such as Indonesia leasing
Theresult of this is that there is likely
Tonga’sallocated ITUrights.
to be a number of alternatives to the
Hitchen
also discussed
new
satellite delivered service, in the formof developmentssuch as video compression,
microwave ("MDS")transmission, cable
which allows for an increased numberof
and possibly an optical fibre network
programmes to be delivered
on a
utilising telephone lines. There has also
frequency band by compressing the
been a proliferation in the n’umber of
delivery signal, and high definition
geostationarysatellites in the Asia-Pacific television (HDTV), which presents
region, most of which are capable of
superior picture for consumersbut which
delivering communication
services to parts
wouldbe extremelycostly to covert to.
of Australia.
It is in this contextthat the protectionof
Deficienciesin the Copyright
property rights in newcommunications
was
Act 1968
examined. It was however stressed by
harles Alexanderof Minter Ellison
several delegates that the problems
affecting holders of properly rights do not
Morris Fletcher and Jane Levine
of Allen Allen & Hemsley
only apply to Pay TV.Libby Baulchof the
Australian Copyright Council pointed out
discussed copyright issues arising
out of four case studies. By way of
that similar problems with copyright
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example,the first case study dealt with the
situation where a North Queensland
tourist resort rebroadcast a television
service to each guest roomvia cable. The
television service wasreceivedfortuitously
via accessto an international satellite. The
study assumed an agreement existed
betweenthe original service operator and
an Australian company,assigning rights
for commercialexploitation of the service
exclusively to that Australian company.
The case studies concludedthat there
are a number of "gaps" in Copyright
legislation. This was also the conclusion
reached by Libby Baulcb in her
presentation. ]’he key issues discussed
are described.
¯ For the service to come within the
meaningof "broadcast" as defined in
the Copyright Act 1968, the service
must be a broadcast to the public. The
service will not be a broadcast "to the
public"if for instance, it is a point-topoint service,or possiblyif the signal is
encoded. In the situation wherea
satellite broadcast is received by an
earth station which then retransmits
the programme via alternative
technology such as MDS,arguably the
satellite broadcastwouldnot be "to the
public" and therefore would not be
protected under the CopyrightAct
A service provider operating under a
narrowcasting class licence, for
instance, non-English language
channels, may be found not to be
broadcasting"to the public", in which
case the broadcasts would nut be
protected. There are also problemsif
the transmission is not viewed as a
whole, and section 22(6) suggests this
maybe the case, as an up-link to a
satellite cannotbe classified as "to the
public".
¯ Section 91 of the Act provides that
copyrightsubsists in a broadcastonly if
it is madefrom a place in Australia or
the Copyright(InternationalProtection)
Regulations apply, namely, the
broadcast is made from a country
which is a party to the Rome
Convention. In addition, copyright
only subsists if the broadcast is made
by an authorised person.
Communications
LawBulletin,Vol.13, No.3

The problems associated with relying
simultaneously and is by way of
limited to the class of personsset out in
on universal
membership and
"broadcasting" it maybe treated as a
section 91, needs revision. For
compliance with international
"secondary broadcast" under section
instance, in the case of a broadcast
instruments are discussed below; a
25(3) and no infringementwill occur.
from a satellite,
questions as to
noteworthy non-member of Romeis
Howevera question arises under this
ownership
of
copyright
arise. There
the United States, accordingly any
provision as to whether the %econdary
also may be a problem for persons
broadcast comingfrom the USis not
broadcaster", having been deemednot
operating under a class licence as
protected. Anotherrelevant factor is
to have used the record, is also
section 91(b) refers to broadcasts
that althoughsection 22(6) operates
deemed not to have used any
madepursuant to a licence "granted"
deem a broadcast made by a person
underlying copyright works such as
under the Broadcasting Services Act
from a satellite to have been madeby
literary or musicworks.In addition, if
1992.
the person at the time and from the
a premises operator is held to be
place from which the material was
operatinga "diffusion service", sections
transmitted from the earth to the
International protection of
199(4) and 26(3) may apply
satellite, it will not alwaysapply and
property rights
effectively preclude the premises
someambiguity mayarise as to whois
he
international
protection of rights
owner from being sued for
the person "making"the broadcast.
in communications technologies
infringement
of
the
broadcast
or
¯ The various situations involving
was examinedin a discussion on the
underlying work.
another jurisdiction also demonstrate ¯ Live
current protection afforded by
material broadcast via satellite
that a numberof other broadcasts will
membershipof international conventions,
may not be protected as there is no
the limitation of this protection, and
not be protected. If a broadcast is
underlying workor film, and if a copy proposalsfor reform.
made from Australia but receivable
is made of live material it maynot
The Berne Convention adopts the
overseas, it is probablynot a protected
constitute a breach of copyright if the
principle of national treatment, so that an
broadcast as "public" is likely to mean
broadcastis not protected.
author of a work (protected by the
the Australian public. There are also
¯ An unauthorised
decoder which
Convention)will be given the samerights
gaps wherethe transmission originates
obtains access to a pay television
and protection in another country (of the
from the country that does not
service without payment raises 2
Union)whichthat other country grants to
recngnise Australian cop)right law, or
issues.
its ownnationals. Chris Creswell,of A-G’s,
where it originates from a satellite
Firstly, the illegal decoderifse[f maybe argued that in somecircumstances this
itself, for instance, tilm or photographic
infringing copyright. If the consumer may be an impediment to reform of
material shot from the satellite and
receives and views the transmission
Australian law, as the Parliament maybe
beamedback to earth.
simultaneously, there is no breach of
reluctant to confer privileges on foreign
¯ The potential ramifications of a
copyright in the broadcast assuming rights holders that are not enjoyed by
transmission not being a "broadcast"
the reception is in a private homeand Australian fights holders overseas.
may include the fact that, in the
is not then ~rebroadcast" by the
Berne confers protection on "literary
absenceof a provision to the contrary,
consumer.
There may be an
and
artistic works" and grants the author
the broadcaster would probably not
infringement of rights in underlying
of
the
work the exclusive right of
need the permission of the Australian
works,for instancescript or fihn. If the anthorising broadcasting communication
copyright
owners to make the
consumer makes a copy of the
of their work by means of wireless
broadcast.
broadcast, again assuming it is for
diffusion or re-broadcastingto the public.
"Broadcast"is defined as to ~transmit
private use, it is likely that copyright In addition, Article 14 protects a
by wireless telegraphy to the public",
will not be infringed by virtue of the
cinematographicwork as an original work
which excludes cable transmissions.
operationof section 111.
in its ownright. The exclusive right can
As discussed
below, a cable
Secondly, there is a question of
be reduced to a right to remuneration.
transmission may be a ~diffusion
whether the criminal law will provide The last time the Berne Convention was
service", howeverthe diffusion fight is
recourse, through sanctions, in the
revised, however,was in 1967, and as such
not a general cable transmissionright.
the Conventionis to a large extent nowout
situation wherethe service provider is
In order to obtain copyright protection
of date. Justice Sheppardsuggested that
deprived of revenue. The Crimes Act
of cable transmissions, there would
Berneitaeff mayneeda major overhaul.
has not been amendedat a State or
first needto be a broadcast within the
The RomeConvention provides that a
Federal Level to take account of this
meaning of the Act, and then a
situation, andit is unlikelythat it would wireless transmission not intended for or
able to be received by the public is not a
cinematograph film made of that
be covered by existing larceny or
"broadcast" under Article 3(0. Romegives
television broadcast. The distinction
related offences. It is possible that
the producerthe right to remunerationfor
between protection of satellite and
Commonwealth
legislation such as the
a broadcast of a soundrecording, and the
cable transmissions has been removed
Telecommunications Act 1991, the
performerthe sameright for a broadcastof
from other jurisdictions such as the
TelecommunicationsInterception Act
a recording of a performance provided,
United Kingdom,where the relevant
1979 and sections
of the
however, that the Convention memberhas
Act provides for subsistence of
Commonwealth
Crimes Act relating to
not
reservedthe right not to apply Article
copyright in the cable programsimilar
computers may provide a remedy by
12.
Article 13 grants to the broadcaster
to the copyright which subsists in a
indirect means,howeverclearly a more exclusive
rights
in respect
of
soundor television broadcast.
desirable
result
would be an
rebroadcasfing, recording and duplieaffun
If the satellite service is retransmitted
amendmentcriminalising dishonest
of unautborised recordings, and a right to
via cable, section 199(4) mayapply
reception, such as can be found in the
remuneration for paid public showingsof
U.K.
Copyright
Designs
and
Patents
Act
authorise the transmission if it is
TVreceptions.
"transmitted to subscribers to a
1988.
However,Chris Creswell noted that the
diffusion service".
If the
¯ The concept of "ownership" of
United States has no plans to becomea
retransmission
is
provided
copyright in broadcasts, currently
signatory to the RomeConvention, which
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has promptedagitators within the Berne
reform movement
to push for an extension
of Berneto cover matters dealt with under
The Brussels Conventionattempted to
address the problem of "spill-over",
wherebya satellite transmission maybe
receivable not only in the country intended
to receive the transmission, but also in
neighbouringcountries. Brussels requires
signatory states to take "adequate
measures" to prevent spillover and
situations conducive to signal piracy.
However
it only applies to fixed satellite
service transmissions,or "point to point",
and does not apply to transmissions
intended for reception by the general
public or "point to multi point". The
convention does not create rights in
satellite signals, nor does it deal with
rights of copyright owners of material
carried in the transmission. It does not
adopt a "national treatment" standard. In
addition, no Asian countries have as yet
becomesignatories. Therefore from an
Australian perspective, protection afforded
by this Convention
is limited.
Proposed reforms at the
international level
hris Creswelloutlined a numberof
proposed reforms to the Berne
Convention, such as confirmation
that Article 11 extendsto satellite
broadcasting and the abolition of the
broadcasting licence in Article 11. In
addition provisions relating to the
enforcementof rights and waysof dealing
with the circumventingof signal devices
have been discussed. A Committee of
Experts convened by WIPOto examine a
possible protocol to Berne have also
examinedproposals that both performers
and record producers have an exclusive
right over ~digitaI communication
to the
public". The Committeehas yet to come
up with a unified approachto reform.
Libby Baulch discussed proposals by
WIPOto move away from a segmented
approach and instead
view the
communication
to the public as a wholeas
the "broadcast". Howeverthis proposal
raises the question of determining which
law should apply in a situation wherethe
broadcast transcends national boundaries.
The European Communityhave indicated
that they mayfavourthe application of the
law of the country of emission, however
WIPOhas expressed concerns that owners
of copyright may be inadequately
protected if the country of emission has
inferior rights to the country where the
broadcastis normallyreceived.
The GATTdraft TRIPS text has the
potential to sideline the specialist
conventions, however it was noted that
TRIPSexcluded moral rights. Althoughit
proposed a level of protection for
performers similar to that required by
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Rome, the protection
offered
broadcastersis not obligatory.

to

encryption services.
Dick Rowe
highlighted the problemin Europe, where
suppliers have denied programmaterial to
operators without a guarantee that the
signal will only be receivable by the
subscription base. The risk that this
situation could repeat itself in Australia
was a real one, although Bill Childs
claimed this was a situation where the
market was likely to adjust itself in
response.

Alternatives to amending
copyright legislation
ill Childs, while agreeing that a
iecemeal review of the Copyright
ct would be inadequate, argued
~that the law to an extent
is
incapable of keeping up with technology.
He cited the exampleof the definition of a
"broadcasting service" in the BSA1992,
which excludes services available on
demandon a point-to-point basis, including
Likelihood and certainty
a dial-up program. The potential scope of
ne feature of the Workshopwas
this exclusion could place a large number
that
discussion did not always
of services outside the reach of the BSA,
recognise
that, in reality, two
despite the fact that it professes to be
broad problem areas were being
technologyneutral.
addressed. First, there is the likelihood
He also suggestedthat an alternative to
existing copyright law will not
struggling to keep the law abreast of new that
adequately deal with the more complex
technology is to change the way rights
relationships betweenintellectual rights
holders trade their rights in the
holders and those seeking to exploit those
marketplace; if rights ownerswere to sell
rights
commercially
in the new
their rights ahead of process if maynot be
communications environment. Second,
necessary to create new rights. Concerns there is the certainty that existing law
(both copyrightand other legislation) will
were raised by Jock Given and Owen
not properlyprotect rights holders against
Trembaththat upfront selling of rights will
the inevitable interest of unauthorised
hurt the creator, and the contractualreality
of artists selling to producers/distributors operators who will endeavour to pirate
product for commercialgain.
wasthat it did not take place on an equal
This second consideration flows from
footing.
the inherent difference between existing
Michael Gordon-Smith, of SPAA
"free-to-air" broadcasting services and
agreed with Bill Childs that there was a
subscription services, and the fact that in
need for a major re-think on protection of
relation to the latter there is a commercial
property rights. He viewed the issue of
value in the broadcast itself.
The
copyright largely as an issue of control,
inevitable
incidence
of
piracy
of
pay
TV
over revenueand integrity, and noted that
services
will
mean
that
the
ambit
of
developments in areas such as the
digitised imageand satellite broadcasting original negotiations between rights
holders and broadcasters will not be an
threaten traditional areas of control
effective substitute for full protection
Technological development has also
under all relevant law, protection which
lead to confusion about what rights are
doesnot currently exist.
actually being traded. He emphasisedthat
Ross Kelso from Telecomoutlined the
from an industry perspective the current
pilot
television service currently operating
copyright laws are too complex,increasing
in
Centennial
Park and reiterated the call
transaction costs for all parties and
for
urgent
reform.
In particular,
he
ultimately
operating to constrain
stressed
the
need
to
examine
innovativeuse of material; if for instance,
all the rights ownersin old library footage retransmission rights, creating equivalent
rights for satellite and cable transmissions,
cannot be identified, the risk of possible
effective waysof remuneratingthe rights
infringement maydeter further use of the
owners and the creation of enforceable
material.
He also argued that the
rights against "pirates" whoobtain the
formulators of public policy should take
benefits of programmingwithout paying
into account the need to reduce costs and
adapt laws to the commercialenvironment; forit.
Mark Armstrong, of the Centre for
he cited the restrictions imposedby the
Media
& Telecommunications Law &
Corporations Law on profit-sharing
Policy,
argued
that a radical re-think of the
arrangements between an author and a
Copyright
Act
was not necessary; although
production company as an example of
clearly
some
amendments
were necessary.
disharmony.
He
discussed
the
graduating
levels of
Justice Sheppard suggested that the
protection
found
in
the
Broadcasting
view taken by the Workshophad been that
Services Act and suggested that such a
"pirates" reception of broadcasts was
system maybe appropriate for Copyright
unmeritorious, and that perhaps instead of
legislation.
Professor Armstrong also
calling for reform the originators of
stressed the importanceof not tying any
broadcasts should better protect their
change to a particular technology, and
interests
through contractual
and
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finally, the need to amendsection 10 in
order to removethe distinction between
satellite andcable.
A number of delegates expressed
alarmat the delay in reform and suggested
that an absence of pressure on the
Governmentto examine the issue since
the ABTreports of 1982 and 1984 has
contributed to the delay. Justice Sheppard
commented
that a likely result of calls for
reform wouldbe to focus attention on how
changemayaffect consumers- particularly
the cost of purchasing products under a
new regime. Stephanie Faulkner of APRA
commented that the recent Prices
Surveillance Authorityreport has hurt the
industry by leading to a downturn in
investment.

criminal law to prevent signal piracy, and
submission were made that legal
requirements were unduly complicated
and out of touch with commercial
reality.
The transnational
potential
of
broadcasting makes the existence of
satisfactory
arrangements
on an
international level extremely important;
the current situation is that reform to
conventions is slow and consensus almost
impossibleto achieve, with the result that
the current protection to holders of

Conclusions
he Workshop made a number of
general conclusions,not the least of
which was of the numerous
deficiencies in the CopyrightAct in
relation
to protecting
satellite
transmissions
and the owners of
underlying works.
The current situation, where cable
transmissions are only protected if they
comewithin the meaningof a "diffusion
service", and the distinction drawn
betweenbroadcasting via satellite, and
broadcasting via cable, is one that needs
urgent review. Although cable was not
common
in 1968, it is increasingly ufilised
and the current situation is discriminatory.
Suggestedways of reviewing this problem
included the adoption of the Berne
approach of an exclusive right to
communicate
to the public; the adoption of
the UKapproachof a more extensive tight
covering cable, based on communication
to the public rather than "diffusion to
subscribers"; or the creation of a broader
right to communicateto the public that
would encompass the right of public
performances.
A numberof delegates stressed that it
is important to reafise the CopyrightAct
also needs reform to take account of
emergingtechnologies such a multimedia
and interactive products, in addition to
existing problemswith the protection of
computer-basedproducts.
Concerns were expressed that
sweepingreforms to the Copyright laws,
requiring owner/creators to sell upfrnnt
additional rights, wouldoperate to the
detriment of those groups, who have
traditionally only achieved a position of
equal
bargaining
power with
producer/suppliers through collective
bargaining arrangements.
The advent of increasing numbers of
new technologies poses a challenge for
morethan iust copyright legislation; the
Workshopexaminedthe inability of the

’"Then you should say what you mean"
the MarchHarewent on.
"1do"Alicehastily replied- "
At least I meanwhat
I say - that’s the samething, youknow."
"Not the samea bit"said the Hatter.
- LewisCarroll
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property right is at best sketchy. There
are limitations on Australia’s ability to
increase protection at a domesticlevel and
agitate for reformat an internationallevel.
For a full text of conferenceproceedings,
reference should be madeto the tapes of
proceedings.Copiesof papers presented at
the conferencemaybe obtainedthrough the
Administrative Secretary, cAMLA.

Edmond In Wonderland
Georgina Waite reports on the recent defamation action brought
by Vladas Meskenas against

n a recent defamation case Edmond
Capon,Director of the Art Gallery of
NewSouth Wales, was found to have
defamed artist Vladas Meskenas in
commentsmadeby Caponabout a portrait
of Rene Rivkin which Meskenas had
entered in the Archibald prize. The jury
awardedMeskenas$100 for the damageto
his reputation and the judge ordered
EdmondCaponto pay the artist’s legal
costs. Edmond Capon has appealed
against the costs order.
The action was based on commentsby
Capon, which appeared in the Sun-Herald
reported as follows:
wit is simply a rotten picture. It’s no
goodat all. [ don’t carewhatRenethinks. 1
looked at the picture andthought "yuk!~...
the hand’s all wrong,so are the eyes. And
look at the neck, it looks like it’s been
painted with chewinggum."
The plaintiff alleged that these words
gaverise to imputationsthat the plaintiff
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was:

1. an inferior artist; and
2. so incompetent that he painted a
secondrate picture.
Judge Christie of the District Court
ruled that EdmondCapon’s comments
were capable of conveying both these
imputations, although the jury found only
the first imputationto be conveyedto the
ordinary, reasonable reader of the SunHerald.
The case had given rise to debate on
twoissues. First, does the art critic who
attacks an artwork necessarily discredit
the artist? Second, where a defence of
commentis raised, should a defendant be

Edmond Capon

required to prove that they honestly held
the opinion represented by the comment
itself, or the opinion inferred from the
commentas identified in the imputations
draftedbythe plaintiff.
Say What You Mean
dentifying what a published comment
meanswill alwayspose difficulties in
the law of defamation. The defendant
is accountable not only for the
meaningshe or she intends but also any
secondary or inferred meanings which
might be conveyed to the hypothetical
"ordinary, reasonable reader". As with
mostof the law’s hypothetical referees the
ordinary, reasonable reader is of fair,
average intelligence and not perverse,
morbid or avid for scandal. Needless to
say, such people disagree about what
particular words or commentsmean but
the defendant must have them all in mind
whenexpressing an opinion.
Capon’s words fell to be measuredby
the ordinary, reasonable reader of the
Sun-Herald’s Tempocolumn and the jury
found that such readers
would
understand Capon to be imputing that
Meskenaswas "an inferior artist". This is
despite the fact Capon’swordsare clearly
directed to the particular portrait of Rene
Rivkin. As the defendant’s Counsel
pointed out, if a critic lambasts one of
Picasso’s works as "simply a rotten
picture" about which the critic thought
"Yuk!", wouldthe critic have to qualify
those remarks by saying "but I think his
other worksreflect his genius", lest he or
she be taken to hold the opinion that
Picassowasan inferior artist.
The point is that all artists do some
workwhichis of poorer quality; no artist
is uniformly excellent. A criticism of a
work may mean no more than that the
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artist lacked skill or competence in
are conveyed; that is by a statement of
executing this particular work ~ or a
fact or by a statement of opinion... In my
criticism mayimputethat the artist’s work opinion, a defence of commentunder the
isgenerally
ofa poorstandard
- thiscase 1974, Act must be directed, not to the
shows
that
itisa slippery
slope
fora critic imputations specified in the statement of
fromconveying
the formeropinion
to claim but to the matter as defined in
conveying
thelatter.
Thereisarguably S.9(1),"
uncertainty
as to whetherremarks
By contrast, the Privy Councilin Lloyd
directed
wholly
toa particular
workofart -v- David Symes & Co. Limited (1986)
(or performance
or whatever)
can
held that the defence of commentmust be
regarded
ascapable
ofgiving
risetosuch direct6d to the imputations and, further,
general
imputations
as"theartist
isan that if the defendant did not intend the
inferior
artisC
and,ifso,suchimputations
imputations found by the jury, then those
should
notbe leftto thejurywithout imputations cannot have represented the
somequalification.
defendant’s opinion. Judge Christie
applied the Privy Council’s ruling in the
Caponcase as follows:
i Mean What I Say
"Asa result of the viewI took of that
decision and the mannerin which it
riticism of a ~r~ orks is commonly
appeared to meto affect the decision
defended as fair comment",that
is, that it represented the honest
of the NSWCourt of Appeal in David
opinion of the speaker on a
Symes&Co. Limited -v- Lloyd and the
matter of public interest (the latter point
mannerin whichthat decision affected
generally being presumedin the case of
previous decisions on the question of
identified art works).
comment,
I came to the view.., that
Caponraised the defence of comment
there
is
no defence of comment
in response to the claim against him on
available
to
the defendant in these
the basis that he meant what he said.
proceedings. (The Judge noted the
From his testimony it is clear that he
defendant’s evidence outlined above
believed his criticism of the portrait was
and continued).
In those
well founded. However, during the
circumstances, it would seem to me
proceedings Justice Christie ruled that
not possible for the defendant to
the defence was no longer available after
successfully plead comment, which
Capon gave evidence
in crossmust be at the very least congruent
examinationthat:
with the imputations".
¯ he did not intend to say anything
There is strong argumentin favour of
about Meskenas as a painter, his
the approachtaken in Lloyd’s case on the
commentswere directed towards the
basis that the cause of action under the
painting;
NSWAct lies in each imputation
¯ he did not intend by his statements to
published by the defendant and, if the
say anything derogatory about
jury finds such an imputation has been
Meskenas as distinct
from the
made out, then that is what must be
painting;
defended,but the application of Lloyd’s
¯ he did not intend to say, nor was it his
opinion, that Meskenas was an
inferior artist or so incompetentthat
he painted a secondrate picture.
Under Section
32(2) of the
Defamation Act 1974 (NSVOthe defence
of commentis defeated if "at the time
whenthe commentwas made, the comment
True Innuendo
did not represent the opinion of the
defendanC There has been some judicial
n Graham Charles Evans -v-John
debate about whether the defence of
Fairfax & Sons Limited and Alan
comment under the NSWAct addresses
Ramsey and John Alexander, the
the words of the commentitself or the
plaintiff,
a Senior Commonwealth
imputationsdrafted by the plaintiff.
Public Servant sued for defamationin the
Support for the former view has been ACTSupreme court over an article
expressed in the NSWSupreme Court
published in the SydneyMorning Herald
and the Court of Appeal. In Petritus -von 14 April 1990 titled "Cosy in the
Hellenic Herald Pry Ltd (1978) Samuels Corridorsof Power’.The plaintiff alleged
JA expressed the view that the defence"is
that the article conveyedin its natural and
directed to the character of the vehicle by ordinary meaningimputations that:
(a) The plaintiffs career advancement
whichthose meanings, whatever they arc,
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case considerably
erodes the
protection available to defendantsseeking
to express opinions on matters of public
interest. Words often convey meanings
which the speaker may not intend (or
reasonably foresee) and applying Lloyd’s
case the defendant has no option to say "I didn’t intend to say it but if that was
what was conveyed it did represent my
opinion." This would not have assisted
Capon, who did no hold the opinion
imputed, but could be a reasonable
response from other defendants whose
opinion was in fact congruent with the
unintended imputations.
Not The Same Thing
,ing what you mean and
meaningwhat you say is not the
same thing in the law of
because the law
looks to the effect of the words on the
ordinary, reasonable reader not the
intention of the speaker. Comment
is not
a watertight defence for those expressing
opinions on matters of public interest
because unintended meanings may be
conveyedwhichmaybe left to the jury as
capable of arising even though the
speaker could not have reasonably
foreseen those meanings and which, on
the authority of Lloyd’s case, the speaker
is precluded from arguing represented his
or her opinions.
GeorginaWaite is a Legal Officer with the
Arts LawCentreof Australia.

Recent ACT defamation
cases
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the Commonwealth
Public Service was
only the result of the patronage from
the PrimeMinister;
Co)Theplaintiff in his capacityas secretary
of the Departmentof PrimaryIndustry
&Energylacked the confidence of his
Minister, MrJohnKerin;
(c) The plaintiff was a person whose
successful career in the Pubfic Service
was due more to his enjoyment of a
nasty system of patronage that to
anythingelse;
(d) The plaintiff was prepared to ad~,ance
his career through cronyism rather
Communications
LawBulletin,Vol.13, No.3

than on the merits of the performanceof
his duties.
Justice Higgins in his decision of 12
February 1993 was satisfied from the
evidencein the case that the public servant
would have inferred from the article
".....that
proper merit procedures for
promotion had been either by-passed or
degraded by reason either of political
influence or of the empire-building
machinations of the Secretary, Prime
Minister and Cabinet", and that the
statement in the article that the plaintiff
and Mr Kedn did not ’get on’ seemedto
convey to public servants ". ......
an
implication
that Mr Kerin lacked
confidence in the plaintiffs capacity to
carry out his duties to the Minister’s
satisfaction".
His Honournoted that Counselfor the
defendantshad not seriously disputed that
the article imputedthat the plaintiff had
benefited from ’patronage’, and had
concededthat the reference to Mr Kerin
had been factually incorrect. Justice
Higgins went as far as to say "Of course,
what was said of the relationship between
the plaintiff and MrKerin was a lie. It
lacked any foundation other than that Mr
Kerin had expressed and, indeed,
maintained a personal preference for Mr
Miller as his DepartmentalHead. It was a
lie that was no doubt hurtful to both the
persons referred to. Notwithstandingthat
its falsity was demonstrated to the
defendants,they refused to correct it. That
attitude was in my opinion, gravely
reprehensible~ A quality journal, such as
the Sydney MorningHerald, should have
had the good grace to apologise for a
proven inaccuracy, particularly
one
perceived to be both hurtful and
damaging."
Although, in his decision as to costs
Justice Higgins stated that he could make
no finding as to whetherthe reference to
MrKerin’s relationship with the plaintiff
was knownto be a lie to the author of the
article or anyresponsibleofficer of the first
defendantat the timeof publication.
Because the plaintiff had expressly
rested his case on the contention that the
article
conveyed the defamatory
imputations pleaded in its natural and
ordinary meaning,and had not relied on a
true innuendo,it washeld that the test to
be applied was whether the article
conveyed the imputations pleaded to the
ordinary reasonable reader. Justice
Higginsfound that none of the imputations
pleaded were made out, and entered
verdict for the defendants, but foundthat
Communications
LawBulletin,Vol. 13,NO.3

had any of the defamatory imputations
been made out he would have awarded
damages of 825,000 for hurt to the
Plaintiffs feelings, 830,000for damageto
his reputations within the Public Service,
and $15,000 by way of aggravated
damages.
In his decision as to costs of 23 April
1993, his Honour commentedthat °The
entire litigation mayhavebeen avoided,in
my view, had the defendants responded
reasonably to the plaintiff’s letter of
demandand complaint and provided, by a
published correction, as suitable and
timely vindication of the plaintiff’s
reputation", but also noted that it was the
Plaintiff’s
choice to proceed on the
imputations as pleaded, and ordered that
there be no order as to the costs of any
(An appeal against this decision was
heard by the Federal Court in August, and
the Courthas reservedits decision).
Identification
n the case of RaymondJohnston -vAustralian BroadcastingCorporation,
the plaintiff was awarded $17,500
damagesfor defamationarising out of
an edition of the 7.30 Reportbroadcast on
27 July 1987. The plaintiff,
a worker
employed at the NewParliament House
site, was shownin close up during the
broadcast and depicted as being one of a
group of workers taking an unauthorised
early lunch break. Justice Higgins in his
judgmentof 7 April 1993 whendiscussing
the issue of identification foundthat the
plaintiff had beenrecognisedby persons in
NSW
and the ACT,and did not need to call
a witness who had actually seen the
broadcast in Queensland,South Australia,
Western Australia and the Northern
Territory, as he was satisfied that it was
probablethat at least one person in each of
those jurisdictions
had viewed the
programand recoguisedthe plaintiff.
In the case of Allworth-v-John Faiffax
Group&Ors, the plaintiff sued in the ACT
SupremeCourt over an article publishedin
the Sydney Morning Herald on 3 August
1991criticising the plaintiffs conductin
the managementof the Canberra Raiders
RugbyLeague team. In an interlocutory
decision given on 25 March1993 Justice
Higgins considered and compared the
"contextual imputations" defence of
section 16 of the Defamation Act 1974
(NSW),the "Polly Peck" defence, and the
"truth and public benefit" defence of
section 6 of the DefamationAct 1901(ACT,
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formerly NSVO.
His Honour held that a defence
pleaded under section 16 DefamationAct
1974 (NSW)is only to those imputations
pleadedby the plaintiff whichare provedto
arise from the matter complainedof and to
be defamatory of the plaintiff.
The
contextual imputations alleged "....must,
alone or in combination, insofar as they
can be combined,differ in substance from
the imputation or imputations pleaded by
the plaintiff," and be capableof "reaching"
the sting of the plaintiff’s imputation.
Further, Justice Higgins commentedthat
the section 16 and ~Polly Peck" defences
are not entirely co-extensiveand that "The
s.16 defenceis to the pleadedimputations.
The "Polly Peck" defence is to the matter
complainedof which is alleged to convey
some or all of the imputations
particularised.". The concepts of "public
interest"
under section 16 of the
Defamation Act 1974 (NSW) and the
requirement of "public benefit" under
section 6 of the Defamation Act 1974
(ACT) were discussed and his Honour
concludedthat substantively, a defendant
is entitled to plead the samecontextual
defences to alleged publication in the ACT
as to alleged publication in NewSouth
Wales.
NoelGreensladeis a solicitor with Gallens
Crowley&Chamberlain.
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Trading in Radcom Licences:
_______ some future shocks
Paul Mallam examines the creation

of a new spectrum licence

and the~tradeable nature of rights of acces to the spectrum.

he RadiocommunicafionsAct 1992
assignment of licences, in the overall
as a legislative response to the
to the suspension or cancellation of a
scheme of administration. Those rules
pidly increasing technologicaland
licence~ Indeed, it mayeven be in the
must be clear and certain, but suf~ciently
ommercial demands being placed
process
of suspending or cancelling a
flexible to cover the wide-ranging
upon radiocommunications spectrum
ficence. Is this information whichthe SMA
circumstances
in
which
a
licence
might
be
Amongstother things, the Act creates a
should provide to a potential purchaser
assigned. For example, apart from a sale
new spectrum licence, which involves
wheninquiry is madeof it? Alternatively,
tradeable rights of access to the spectrum of the licence, assignmentmight occur by
there maybe plans to resumepart of the
will, bankruptcy,winding-upof a company, spectrum,
whichaffect a licence about to
for periods of up to ten years. Muchof the
court order or devolution of law. All of
be transferred. Ought the resumption
newtrading systemis yet to be fleshed out
these examples give rise to their own proposal be disclosed by the SMAto the
by the newly created
Spectrum
issues.
purchaser, upon inquiry? One solution
ManagementAgency (the ~SMA’), which
wouldbe to place relevant information on
has responsibility for administering the
Register of Licences
the Register of Licences. For example,it
Act.
~e concept of a tradeable licencc
The purposeof this paper is to suggest II
shouldbe a relatively simpletusk to devise
also gives rise to questions
a software package which identified any
that, whateverapproachis adopted by the
regarding the status of the Register
SMA,the new Act will inevitably lead to
corresppndence relating to the possible
of Licences.Theeffect of section 85
suspension,cancellation or resumptionof a
some policy and legal surprises in the
of the Actappearsto be that it is a register
licence and note it on an electronic
future.
of title, somewhatsimilar to the Torrens register.
system of land title. If so, then some
In relation
to information
Trading in Licences
questions must be raised regarding the
dissemination, a further issue will be the
~e provisions in the Act whichdeal
effect of section 144, whichprovides for
extent to which section 2A of the Trade
¯ with trading in spectrum licences
registration of the details of authodsations Practices Act renders the SMAliable for
¯ are beguilingly simple. Section 85
given by licensees to third party users to
misleading or deceptive conduct under
m of the Act provides for the
operate devices under their llcences. If
section 52 of that Act. Section 2A
assignment of licences. Any assignment
entry
of
a
licensee
on
the
Register
provides
generally
makes the Commonwealthand
must complywith section 88, pursuant to
proof of ownership of the licence, is
Commonwealth
authorities subject to the
which the SMAmay determine rules for
registration of an anthorisation given to
Trade
Practices
Act in respect of the
the assignmentof spectrum licences. But
third
party
users
an
act
which
confers
conduct
of
a
business.
Just what
what are the consequencesif a transferor
somelegal entitlement? If so, whatis the
constitutes the conduct of a business in
fails to complywith the rules determined result if a licence is transferred "underthe
unclear, although the SMAarguably will
by the SMA?
Is the assignmenteffective,
feet" of a third party user? Will the third
be conducting
a business
when
notwithstandingany defect in the transfer?
party
user
be
able
to
claim
continuity
of
administering
a
price-based
allocation
Ononeview,this is a matterfor the parties
tenancy, in nmchthe samewaythat a lease
system. If this is so, and statements are
to the transaction. However,that is not
runs
with
the
land,
when
title
to
land
is
madein the course of administering that
entirely so, because subsection 86(2)
transferred? Or has the third party lost all
system, then the SMAwill be under an
provides that the assignmentcannot take
rights under the licence, with her or his
obligation to ensurethat the informationis
effect until the Register of Licences is
only action being against the licensee who not misleadingor deceptive under section
amended.
sold the licence (possibly in breach of the
52of the TradePracticesAct.
Wherethe SMA’srules have not been
third party user agreemen0?Again, these
Of course, whetherthe SMA
is subject
compiled with, should registration be
are issues which the SMAmay well be
to the TradePracticesAct or not, it could
effected? Thisin turn gives rise to an issue
required to address, given the effects of
be liable for negligent misstatement,if it
of whetherthe Act requires substantial or
registration.
negligently provides information to a
stric.t compliancewith the rules regarding
Asthe value of the spectrumincreases,
person whothereby suffers a loss. These
assignment. If strict compliance is
lawyers and others will be advising on
considerations emphasise that the SMA
required, then compliance with every
transactions which in some cases are
must have an appropriate system to
aspect of the rules is necessary.
worth very large amounts nf money. The properly disseminate information and to
Otherwise, the assignment will be
onlyverification of a transferee’s title in a
ensure that it is accurate. 3"he large sums
ineffective.
licence will be the Register of Licences.
of moneyinvolved in buying and selling
Further, what if the rules are not
Accordingly, from a commercial user’s
the spectrumwill meanthat, inevitably, if
compliedwith at all? In that case, is the
perspective,it is essential that the Register information provided by the SMAis wrong
assignment invalid? If so, is the SMA is accurateand up to date.
and loss is occasioned, then the SMA
will
entitled to regard the purported vendorof
be
asked
to
foot
the
bill.
the licence as continuing to be the
Commercially valuable
All of these issues suggest that the’
licensee? If so, is the purportedpurchaser
information
SMA
and administration of the spectrumis
transmitting
unlicensed
radioen
purchasing
spectrum
likely
to be an area of increasing public
communications?At best, the purported
cences, there are other kinds
and legal attention over the next fewyears.
purchaser might be regarded as a third
f information of which the
party user.
I ~ SMAwill be the only source.
PaulMallamis a Sydney-basedpartner with
The above examples highlight the
For example, the SMAmayknowof facts
importance of the SMA’s rules for
likely to result in considerationbeinggiven the national law firm, Blake Dawson
Waldron.
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Report

A report on seminarsconducted
by
The Centre for Mediaand
Telecommunications
Lawand Policy
at the University of Melboume
The first seminar, held on 30 October
1993, examinedlegal and policy
options necessaryto deal with
developmentsin the delivery of
audiovisual and film material and new
and plannndservices including Pay
TV, narrowcanting, MDS, cable and
global satellite services. The Seminar
aise examinedthe impact of these
developments upon program material
and production.

Australian content: newrules
and policies?
he Seminar produced much of the
usual reiteration of fixed positions
by the Networks, the Australian
Broadcasting Authority and the
various interest groups but was notable for
its lack of any of the fiery exchanges which
have marked meetings of this kind in the
past.
Perhaps this was due to a remarkable
absence of any serious debate of the
reasons behind Australian Content Policies.
There seemed a general acceplance of the
notion that the cultural justifications for
Australian Content quotas and related
policies no longer needed defence and have
becomea gNen in the debate.
Perhaps the lack of heat also reflected
the one-sided nature of the debate; there
was no representation
from the unions,
cultural bodies or fringe groups, such as
the narrowcast/pay television lobby.

T

Brian Johns
rian Johns, Chairman of the
Australian Broadcasting Authority
("ABA")reiterated his visionary,
en inspiratinual,
theme of
previous public statements that ’q’he real
issue for broadcasting policy will always be
programs, because programs talk to
people
about their
concerns
and
relationships.
What we all are about is
identity".
The audience is now there, he said.
The issue is how to provide Australian
programming to it economically.
His
answer is to turn to regional and global
markets
which are emerging - the
"frontierless
markets". In Asia, he
suggests, we have a natural market in

which we do not have to establish
our
credentials as Australian producers must
do in Europe.
Johns’ message is that Producers
should seek co-production arrangements
in the Asia/Pacific region to overcomeour
"forbidding cultural trade imbalance". "In
buying we should also be selling" and to
do so we must be looking at the whole
gamut of film and television production
fllnding program to ensure that they pull
together with energy and innovation
without the need for prescriptive quotas
and formulas,
However, in answer to a question,
Johns confirmed his view that transmission
quotas will he in place for "quite a long
time - but as a safety net leaving us free to
take risks".
Commenting on the section 102 Pay
TVquota, Johns seemed confident that the
draft guidelines published by the ABAwill
be sufficient to ensure that the spirit of a
10% of drama being Australian produced
quota will be achieved.

Deborah Richards
Deborah Richards of the ABAthen
launched two recent publications of the
ABAentitled "Trends and Issues No.2" and
"No.3".
She pointed out that the statistical
material contained in Issue No.2 entitled
"Australian Content on Television 19901992" indicates that the top I0 programs in
all key television markets in 1992 were
Australian made. Noting that each of the
commercial networks complied with its
Australian content requirements pursuant
to Television Program Standard 14 in each
of the years
under survey,
she
demonstrated that the policy as set out in
TPS14 has been implemented with a
degreeof flexibility.
Part 3 of the survey shows the
drama/diversity score for a large number
of particular programs and illustrates with
some clarity
the distortions
and
imprecisions which inevitably arise from a
program classification
system based on
general definitions. For example, the fact
that a motion picture called "Sebastian and
the Sparrow" can earn 21DDSpoints whilst
a 6 x 30 minute children’s drama program
of the quality of "Kaboodle" can earn 5.25

points
would seem to raise
some
questions.
The second paper (No.:3) is entitled
"Viewing Australia" and consists of the
results of an in depth polling carried out by
the independent research organisation,
ANOPResearch Services Pty Limited.
The research
produced little
or no
surprising outcomes, finding that the most
popular type of Australian programmingis
serials (27%) and that women are more
likely to prefer this type of programming.
Current affairs programming is the
second most popular programming type
but heavy commercial television viewers
were almost twice as likely to prefer serials
to current affairs programming. Again,
people in the 18-24 year old age group are
much less
likely
to nominate
documentaries
and infotainment
programming than people older than 55
years. Mini-series, movies and the news
were all considered to be the best type of
Australian
programming
by 70% of
respondents
with ABC viewers giving
these a heavier weighting than commercial
viewers.
The demand
for
Australian
programming is apparently strong and in
all program categories except information
programs and serials and soaps, the view is
that there is "not enough" of such
programming.

Sean O’Halloran
material
in the
’Viewing Australia report contrasts
to some extent with the research
material
reported
by Sean
O’Halloran
of the Seven Network
supported by Bruce Gyngell, Chairman of
the Nine Network that indicates
that
Australian audiences are turning away
from soaps and serial
drama towards
infotainment programming. This research
was suggested to be the reason for the
recent cancellation by the Seven Network
of "A Country Practice".
O’Balloran repeated the often heard
commercial Network position that quotas
are an unnecessary
rigidity
in the
programming system which has not
resulted in any greater Australian content
on commercial television.

The
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The standard networkposition that the
rise of Australian drama occurred as a
result of natural growth of audience
demand,which demandwas instantly and
spontaneously met by the Network, does
not sit comfortablywith the facts but is
vigorouslymaintainedand deeply believed.
Giventhat quotasare a fact of life for
"political reasons", O’Halloranproposeda
numberof substantial amendmentsto the
present system set out in TPS14. In
summery,he suggested:¯ the elimination
of the overall
transmission quota (that is the 50/50
requiremen0;
¯ a reduction of the drama quota from
850points to about400;
¯ an elimination of quality factors from
the equationaltogether;
¯ the elimination of the diversity quota
which,in his view"reflects the cultural
arrogance that underlies program
quotas’; and
¯ the Australian factor should be
substantially re-workedto ensure that
certain anomalies that the Network
believes exists are eliminated - e.g. a
film should not lose its Australian
content points because its musical
track is composed and recorded in
another country.
Asked whether the effect of these
amendmentswould not be to render the
quota system completely valueless,
O’Halloranreplied that the Networks"will
accept an increase in the overall quota
depending on how the mathematics turn

MacquarieUniversity, vigorously argued
with NewZealand,various international cothat "indigenousprogramsis whatit is all
production agreements and the APEC
about".
agreements,Australia mayfind itself very
However,David Hill does see Asia as
vulnerable in the interantional marketfor
just another window for Australian
cultural programming which resembles
programming rather than a new major
"less a dog eat dog environment,than a Tmarket. He maintained the standard ABC Rexeats puppies world". He exhorted the
line that the newinternational television
conferencethat "wemust be clever in our
service and the ABC’sexcursion into Pay
use of our international agreements to
Televisionwill not denyfree-to-air viewers achieveour cultural goals".
of the ABCany programmaterial and that
Helen Mills
the additional programmingdemandscan
be met from within the existing resources
elen Mills, Director of the
of the ABC
whichare, apparently, so under
Communications Law Centre,
utilised that they can producematerial for
expressed her concern that the
two 24 hour a day services without
conference had not considered
additional cost. He assured the audience
cultural policy and Australian content on
that "there is a bloody big fence around
radio and wonderedif this was because it
free-to-air television".
was considered to be narrowcasflng or
simply a mature market. She is concerned
Bob Weiss and Chris Lovell
that on radio, Australian composedmusic
quotas have been replaced by "Australian
he programming interests
were
performed"quotas.
represented
by Bob Weis,s,
Discussingthe retreat from regulatory
President of the Screen Producer s
policy in relation to Australian content,
Association of Australia and Chris
Mills noted the implications of section 128
Lovell, Chairman of the Film Finance
of the BroadcastingServices Act with its
Corporation. Both acknowledged that
capacity for Parliament to override
programming cannot be forced onto an
programstandards.
audience but expressed concern that
Finally, she expressed the view that
programming should not be determined
Pay Television Services should have the
entirely by economics.
same Australian content requirements
Weiss’spoint is that it does not matter
applied to them as applied to commercial
why Australian programmingis produced
but that it is. Weiss’sconcernis that policy television.
in Canberra is being driven by economic
Conclusion
rationalists
rather than the cultural
argument- "wewant to be able to makeour
ile the conference overall
ownmistakes"- and expressed the concern
as a useful one, one could
that there is not enoughdiscussion about
ot escape the conviction that
out".
end results of policy and too muchanalysis
any of those involved had
of "whogets what, whenand how’.
not grasped the fact that very shortly
Bruce Gyngell and David Hill
Lovell’s concernis that there is a very
technology will prevent traditional
lively debate took place between real disparity betweenthe requirementsof
mechanismsof cultural policy from being
an Australian certification of a film for
Bruce Gyngell and David Hill,
effective to achieveAustraliancontent.
Managing Director of the ABC, 10BAof the Income Tax Assessment Act
on the merits and virtues of Pay purposes and what scores well under
Television and the speed with whicl3 new TPS14.Seeing this disparity as entirely
technologies will becomea fact of life in
undesirable he advocates that the Division The second seminar held on 31
10BAtest should be reflected in TPS14. October 1993, examined law
Australia.
reform proposals and developGyngell is of the view that
This is because, in his view, 10BAreflects
ments in case law, humanrights
commentatorsand policy makers have got
cultural and economicreality but TPS14"is
and the practice of journalism.
rooted four square in culture - it does not
their "time frame wrong by at least 10
require production here (as does the 10BA The focus was upon defamation
years" and that newtechnologieswill not be
a fact of life until wellinto the nextcentury. "whollyor substantially" tes0 and leads to
law andjournalists’ sources.
Hill challenged this view vigorously and productiongoingoff-shore, particularly to
Prepared by Martin Cooper.
NewZealand. Lovell points out the
arguedthat the proliferation of satellites,
the cabling of Sydneyfor the Olympicsand absurdity of a program such as "Stark"
The right to investigate and
being given half points as an Australian
the attendant requirementfor equality for
report
other capital cities and the arrival of Pay drama because it was written by a nonTelevisionwill all dramaticallychangethe Australian notwithstanding that it was so
law reform was,
meansand nature of the delivery of audio Australian in every other respect.
prominent on the speakers
visual entertainmentin this counlxy"within
agenda, no doubt stimulated by
Jock Given
twoyears’.
the recently published NewSouth
Hill warnedof the new international
ock Given, Policy Adviser at the
Wales Law Reform Commission
services "whichwill havelittle regard for
Australian Film Commissionoutlined
Report(Discussion Paper 32 of August
frontiers, little regard for national
the impact of Australia’s foreign
1993), as was the topical debate about
regulation and little regard for Australian
treaty obligations upon cultural
"shield laws" for the protection of
content". He is firmly of the view that
policy particularly as it applies to program journalists’ confidential sources. The
Australian programswill be acceptable to
content quotas. He pointed out that under
highlight, however, was the inaugural
Asians despite the differences in culture
a variety of international arrangements
lecture by the newly appointed Hearne
although Gyngell, and Elizabeth Jacka of
including the GAITround, the CERtreaty
Professor, Sally Walker.
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Justice Gobbosays the decision in Polly
The voice of the Judiciary
law, because the plaintiff maynot be able
Peck (Holdings) -v- Trelford (1986) UK to prove vagueallegations. Onlyin cases
n introducing the session Justice
High Court is good law and the defendant where there is detailed or specific
Mchael Kirby appealed for both
can look at the whole article to showthe
informationas to time and place should the
legislative and executive branches to
wholemeaningand justify that meaning.
plaintiff be underanyburdenof proof.
play their role in defamation law
Ruskinreferred to the decision in the
In Professor Walker’s view privacy
reform, the history of which he described
UKcase of Kashoggi which effectively
should be dealt with by a separate law but
as "melancholic".He pointed out that it is
determines that the fact that a statement
she is firmly in favour of immediate
nowmore than 16 years since the ground may be defamatory and not capable of
reform. In this respect she points to the
breaking Australian
Law Reform
justification in one particular extreme
injustice of Kayescase in the UKwherean
Commission Report on privacy and
factual situation does not render the whole actor grievously injured had his
defamation
law but none of its
article defamatoryif there are manyother
photograph
taken by a tabloid
recommendations
have yet been
meanings which are true and not
photographer whoillegally gained access
implemented.
defamatoryarising from the samefacts.
the hospital in which the actor lay
Chairman of the NSWLaw Reform
Littlemore said he does not understand to
gravely
ill. He was obliged to rely upon
Commission, former Justice Gordon
the need for any cap on damages and
malicious
falsehoodto stop publication of
Salnuels
Q.C, spoke about the
applauds the notion that damagesare a
the
photographs
which she said was an
Commission’sreport on defamation law
means of punishing the media for
entirely
inappropriate
wayto protect what
reform,referring to its examinationof the
irresponsibility. However,in view of the
role of juries in defamation trials. He recent decision in Meskenas-v- Caponhe is
is really an issue of privacy.
expressedthe viewthat either jury trials in
Professor Walker’s paper will be
in favour of some "clearer statement of
published and will make an important
defamation cases should be abolished
what is comment"so that the situation
entirely or the role of juries should be
contribution to the academicdebate about
which confronted his client in that case,
confined to determining whether pleaded
the very foundationof defamationlaw.
namely that because he did not believe
imputations are conveyed and are
that Meskenaswas a bad artist prevented
Shield Laws
defamatory. Mr Samuelsalso said that he
the defendant from relying upon the
was firmly in favour of a system of
he
fact
that they both havejobs as
defence of commentif Meskenaswas able
retraction
and apology and spoke
to convincethe jury that the defendant’s
presenters of ABCtelevision
favourably of the Annenburgproposals in
remarkscould carry the imputation that he
programsis about the only thing, it
the United States which require a
wasa poorartist.
seems, which Quentin Dempster
retraction or reply choice for publishers
and Stuart Litflemore have in commonon
within 30 days of publication of defamatory
the issue of shield laws to protect
Reputation, truth and privacy
material. He emphasised, however, that
journalists
from having to disclose
he
seminar
concluded
with
a
most
"you have to give both sides somethingif
confidential
sources
in court.
thoughtful inaugural lecture by
these types of solutions are to work-the
In
a
spirited
defence
of the traditional
Professor
Sally
Walker.
The
carrot and the goad".
journalist’s
view
of
the
obligation to
Professor
examined
the
disclose
sources,
Dempste{
argued for a
relationship
between
"reputation",
"truth"
Ruskin and Littlemore
more
inquisitive
press
which,
he said can
and "privacy" with a view to critically
ne of the morelively sessions of
only
come
if
private
sources
are relied
evaluating recent proposals for reforming
the conference featured a paper
upon. Private sources will only come
the
law
of
defamation.
on the right to pub sh and
forward if they obtain absolute protection
In her view a major defect with current
defamation law by Victorian
from disclosure. Dempsteris in favour of
proposals
for
reform
is
their
failure
to
barrister,
Jeremy Ruskin and some
absoluteprivilege for journalists alongwith
address the question of the role of
reactionary
views on the need for
that for doctors, lawyersand others.
defamation
law.
If
the
objectives
of
the
defamation law reform from Stuart
Littlemore, on the other hand, takes
policy are not examinedthen the reforms
Litflemore QC.
the view that shield laws are mostly a
now
proposed
may
yet
again
fail
to
arrive
Ruskindealt briefly with the obligation
shield to journalists’ ownincompetence
at a system which balances the vital
upon the plaintiff to spell out all the
and
foolishness.
Often, he argued,
conflicting rights of the public’s right to
imputations which he/she contends
journalists claim secrecy for their sources
know
against
the
individual
right
to
reasonably
arise from the words
simplybecausethey regard it as "betler to
privacy. She argued that any law of
complainedof and the extent to whichthe
be a martyr than a mug".
plaintiff is entitled to restrict from defamationmust:A more moderate view was put forward
consideration
by the jury those
¯ be justified in the public interest;
by
Nell McPhee QCarguing that the
imputations to whichthere maybe a good
¯ go no further than is necessary to
"principle
of necessity" should be applied;
defence. Notingthat the imputations must
protect the private right; and
that
is,
disclosure
of sources should only
reasonably arise from the article or
¯ be sufficiently clear to determine what
be
compelled
if
it
is
necessaryfor justice to
program, Ruskin also noted that the
the variousparties rights are.
be
done,
if
that
evidence
is relevant and
defendantis restricted to justifying only
In Professor Walker’sview, reputation
materiah He conceded that one of the
meaningswhich are reasonably open. But is not one’s character but rather what
difflcufties withthis is that often only the
how,he asked, does a defendant confront
people think is your character.
journalist will knowif there is a source, if
the situation in whichthe plaintiff seeks to
Accordingly,defamationlaw should not be
the source is tainted by malice and if the
restrict the proceedingsto only part of the
used to protect people from publications
jourualist’s
conductis "reasonable"for the
article or the program?
whichdo not go to reputation but merely purposes of a defence under section 22 of
He commentedon the recently decided
cause people to be shunned, for example.
the DefamationAct (NSW).
Victorian case of Curran -v- Herald & allegations of mentalillness or identifying
McPheefinally proposed that section
WeeklyTimesLimited (1993) in whichSir
the victimof a rape allegation.
10 of the United KingdomContempt Act
James Gobboreviewed the authorities in
She also argued strongly against any
whichimposesan onus on the applicant for
relation to broadening the imputations.
reversal of the onus of proof, as in Irish
disclosure to overturn the presumptionin
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favour of the public interest in protection
of sourcesas a better solution.
AndrewRobson,a Melbournesolicitor,
also raised the interesting and somewhat
alarming new practice being used by
Federal authorities to force disclosure of
sources by threatening journalists with a
charge of "aiding and abetting the
commissionof a crime" under section 5 of
the Commonwealth
Crimes Act.

They then briefly analysed the
alternative of a constitutionalbill of rights
alongthe lines of the UnitedStates system,
a "modern"bill of rights not enshrined in
the constitution, the process of rights
implied by the High Court and specific
legislative recognition. Theythen briefly
referred to Article 19 of the ICCPR
allowing individuals to appeal to the
Humans Rigbts Commission once they
have exhausted all avenues of appeal
withintheir ownjurisdiction.
Nodoubt manyof the issues raised and
debated at the conference will be
examinedclosely during the course of the
current Senate Standing Committee on
Legal and Constitutional Affff~rs into the
rights and obligations of the media.

Inquiry Chairman, Senator BarneyCooney
spoke at the conferenceand, refreshingly
for a politician, seemedprepared to be
bipartisan and inquisitive aboutthe sorts of
issues the Inquiry will look at. He
expressed his great concern at the system
of rewards and punishment which exists
where a journalist whowrites favourable
stories is rewardedwith leaks and inside
backgroundbriefings and a journalist who
doesnot is deniedsuch privileges.
He also defended politicians against
allegations of gross neglect of defamation
issues arguingthat a politician in this sort
of area must carry with him or her the
weightof public opinion.

Free speech
rofessor Cheryl Saunders of
MelbourneUniversity delivered a
comprehensive paper on High
Court decisions on constitutional
reform in relation to the recognition of
media rights.
This paper was
complimented by one by Professor Mark
Armstrong and Vanessa Holiday of the
same university. These papers raised a
numberof questions including:1. what are the freedoms which are
inherent in the freedom of political
expression whichhas been established
by the High Court in the Nationwide
News.v-Australian CaMtalTelevision
cases?;
2. what are Australia’s obligations under
international treaties to whichit is a
Barney Blundell argues AAP’s view that a regionalised system
party particularly the International
Covenanton Civil and Political Rights
is the best method of distribution of emerging TV services.
("ICCPR’),
the first optionalprotocol
whichAustraliaratified in 1991.
Pointing to the case of Derbyshire
County Council -v- Times Newspaper
veryonewith a vested interest will
operators gather programsfrom a range of
(1992) in which the influence of
claim and explain why their
national, international and local sources
international covenants on the common
and then feed them into local cable
methodis the best and tend to play
law is considered - in this case an EEC
their disadvantages.
systems (where available)
or MMDS
Directive uponthe right of the Councilto
transmitters with up to 31 channels to
Technologist tend to talk of best
sue for defamation- she questioned what technology, biggest capacity, what is best
choosefrom, to cover their various service
the HighCourtpriorities wouldbe in such for Australian manufacturers, Telecom
a case. Regrettably, she said that issue
In the Australian context AAPwould
unions, etc. If we are not careful Australia
was not finally resolved in that case
once more could be in the position of
envisage 6 to 10 national channels being
because the Court of Appeal found that
broadcast by satellite for direct reception
having expensive technology waiting for a
there was "no inconsistency" betweenthe
market.
in rural homes and into small rural
Directive and the common
law.
communities (some of which could be
I believe we needto start with whatthe
Professor Saunders also referred
cabled to share one dish).
customer
wants:
a
range
of
services
briefly to the optionswhichare availableto
Cablehead operators
in major
institutionalise journalists fights as aspects offering quality and affordability. The
population
centres
would
also
receive
range of methodsavailable for broadband
of the freedomof speechright:- to institute
selected programs from satellite and
a bill of rights; or leave the Courts to
distribution, includeADSL,
satellite, cable,
slowlydefinethese fights.
MDS,UHFor additional OFDM-derived retransmit the signals on MDS,cable or
In their paper, Professor Armstrong channels on existing UHFtransmitters; or
even ADSLsystems along with perhaps
somedirectly received overseas content,
and MsHolidaynoted a numberof areas in
most likely a combination of them all.
which the Commonwealth Parliament
However,there is no such thing as the
plus local insertion of video tape of both
could, if it chose, transform the law perfect technology.
English and foreign languagefilms.
relating to freedomof speechincluding:1. statutory recognition of freedom of
Cable Head Operators
UHF
speech and the need for editorial
AP
advocates
the
use
of
satellite
believe
this
scenario
could well be
discretion and journalistic integrity, as
feeds to MDS
transmitter sites or
applicable using UHFin country areas
a counter balance to objects and
local cable feeds, to provide the
provisions already contained in
(as is done in NewZealand) at zero
quickest, most cost-effective and
Commonwealth
law. This could apply
cost to subscribers. Howeverour 23
UHFchannels have been allocated as high
to traditional laws and requirementsfor operationally effective wayto provide Pay
TV
to
capital
cities,
regional
cities
and
powerlicences to existing broadcast TV
the newerself regulatory schemes;
operators and it is not practical to re-use
2. enactments of specific Commonwealth major country towns.
The basis of AAP’sproposals has been
frequenciesdue to probableinterference in
shield and "whistle blower"laws; and
to operate along the lines of the USPay"IV other cities. Froma national cost point of
3. Commonwealthreform of defamation
industry, which utilises ~cable head
view, I believe it would be cheaper to
andprivacylawsin wholeor in part.
operators" on a regionalised basis. These
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The pros and cons of various
distribution methodsfor
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compensateexisting licensees to reduce
powerand re-use these frequencies, than
haveevery subscriber pay to install cable,
MDS
or satellite receiving equipment.
The main advantages of regionalised
systems are: the ability to separately
franchise the marketing and operation of
various regional areas; lower subscriber
costs; speedy ramp up of subscriber
numbers; and the ability to regionalise
programmingto cover local content and
delay to cover time differences and to
obtain regionalised advertising revenue.
This proposal does not damageOptas
because it involves the utilisation of the
same number of national distribution
channelsas a pure DBSsystem, but at less
cost to the subscribers.
Each technology
has its own
characteristics
and advantages; from
satellite with immediate near-national
coverage, to MDSand cable with the
ability to addregionalcontent.
Cable
able is the best long term solution
and as an interim measure could
be used to fill in small areas
missed by MDS. As cable
becomesavailable MDStransmitters can
be movedand re-utilised to cover other
areas of lower population density.
However,rollout of cable to cover major
areas is manyyears away.
Without pre-empting the Minister’s
proposed Expert Group, to simply put this
task into perspective; to run cable past 80%
(4~ million) of Australian residences,
requires considerableeffort. Leavingaside
the proposed start up date of 1995, and
assuminga year 2000 target with 20%of
those houses taking feeds for Pay TV
service, this wouldrequire street cable to
be laid past 4,000 houses per workingday
(225 days per year) of 17,000 per week,
and to further splice and terminate cable
into 2096of those houses,i.e. 800per day.
AAP’sestimate for this workis about
$13 billion. It should be noted that
telecommunications users will protest
strongly if they believe they are crosssubsidising Pay TV.
Another factor that has emergedwith
cable is that it is very susceptible to the
quality of joint splicing and termination
errors by ongoingmaintenancestaff. Poor
joints cause reflections that may be
tolerable in any analoguesystembut cause
ercors in a digital system.

C

ADSL
he alternative of using existing
copper wire and dialling up the Pay
V program required
from a
atabase at the nearest exchange
may overcome the need for cable.
However,video retrieval is not a universal
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answer. The system is unlikely to operate
in rural areas or with urban premises over
four kilolnetres
from the nearest
exchange. Up to four kilometres has been
quoted but obviously
a gradual
deterioration will occur over distance and
the actual usable distance will be fairly
subjective.
Present quality looks
reasonable for movies but does not look
suitable for sports events. The recent
announcement by Telecom that they may
lose manyexchanges would increase the
average subscriber to exchangedistance.
Obviously performance is dependent
on the quality of the local lines - and we
have all experienced less than optimum
telephone lines. For instance it will not
operate on loaded line pairs, which
apparently still aboundon interexchange
links in manyareas. Weare also yet to be
advised of the proposedcost of subscriber
end equipment and the cost of 100
Megabit exchange switching equipment
still remains a major barrier. And, of
course, if several "IV sets are required in
one household for different programs, a
secondtelephoneline and total duplication
of equipmentis required.

The disadvantage of MDSis that each
area needsto be individually engineeredto
maximisethe coverage of the MDSsignal
which requires "line of sight" to the
transmitter antenna.

Cost
ssuming a reasonably large
subscriber base, the cost of MDS
is approximately one third the
cost of direct satellite reception.
Keyto these calculations is the cost of
direct reception by satellite. AAP’scosts
are basedon the current cost of subscriber
compression equipment of US$700which
equates to over $1,800 after exchange
conversion, sales tax, freight and a 20%
markupin the local operator, plus the dish
and LNA.
A regionalised
MDSsystem would
allow a choice of satellite and MDS
in both
country areas and in city areas whereline
of sight for MDSreception was not
possible. This would,of course, dependon
the proposedavailability of cost-effective
subscriber and compression equipment to
allow transmission of 6 channels on a
satellite transponder.
The cost to cover each city needs to be
MDS
examinedon an individual basis along with
urrent statistics indicate there are
the sales estimates for each city to ensure
over 100 cities which are large
an adequate return on investment for the
enough to support MDSor UHF proposed number of subscribers.
retransmit facilities: Assuming Otherwisedirect satellite reception should
UHFremains unavailable, the networks
be utilised.
required for MDScoverage can be broken
Overall, it wouldappear that with a 20%
up into capital city, major regional cities
Pay TVpenetration some200 cities could
and smaller cities and towns.
well be served by MDSor a hybrid
Tocover a majorcity requires a central
DBS/MDS
solution. Figures of above 3%to
transmitter from a high point plus a
5%penetrationin capital cities, 10%to 15%in
number of repeaters. For exampIe, a
major regional cities and 10%in regional
difficult city such as Sydney could be
townsare likely to support MDS
operations.
covered with one high power transmitter
This
is
an
edited
version
of
a paper
and 6 repeaters to fill in the major blank
presentedat the I1C Conferenceheld at the
areas to obtain around 80% coverage.
SBS on 14 October1993.
However, similar coverage could be
obtained in Perth with only one or two
additional low powerrepeaters.
A major regional city of the size of
1993 CAMLA OFFICE BEARERS
Townsville or Darwin would support a
franchise "cablehead" operator whocould
President:
Victoria Rubensohn
havelarge satellite receive systems, could
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provide a studio for locally inserted
Vice-President: Julia Madden
programs, and store and forward national
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programs to align them with local time
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MDSsystems.
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For smaller cities and towns, a satellite
Mark
Crean
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earth station and a rack of six low power
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MDS
transmitters could relay the national
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programsmore cost-effectively than each
dwellinghavingits ownsatellite equipment.
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